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Jamal Crawford's name already has come up in one 

Hawks' trade rumor (Detroit) and figures to come up in 

others.

It may get to the point where it’s clear the Hawks need to make a trade, but they’re not there yet.

I bring this up now because of a rumor passed along Monday by pal Sekou Smith of NBA.com that the 

Detroit Pistons were looking to trade Tayshaun Prince (possibly packaging him with Will Bynum) to the 

Hawks for Jamal Crawford and Jeff Teague.

First, about the deal. The Pistons are denying it. Just as well because it stinks for the Hawks.

Expect Crawford’s name to come up in several trade rumors. He is in the final year of his contract, isn’t happy 

about about the fact the Hawks haven’t made a move to extend his deal and there is interest in him from other 

teams. But to deal a proven scorer like Crawford and a potential starting point guard like Teague — more on 

him shortly — you can do a lot better than Prince. He turns 31 in a few months, he’ll be a free agent at the end 

of the season and he’s far more of a defensive stopper than a scoring threat.
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If the Hawks are going to deal Crawford, they need to get something of real value in return. Front line help 

would be a good start. Otherwise, you might as well keep Crawford and play it out. As for Teague, the jury 

remains out on how good he is how will be. He missed a few open shots in Monday night’s 93-89 loss in 

Orlando that could’ve made the difference. For the year, he’s shooting 37.5 percent (12 for 32).

But it’s still early. Larry Drew is doing a terrific job early as head coach. The Hawks won their first six games, 

and while it’s true the victories came over largely soft competition, the fact that four games came on the road is 

significant. Anybody who has watched this team play can attest to the improved ball distribution and balanced 

scoring.

Most impressive of all in the loss to Orlando was the effort. They competed and nearly pulled off the upset in 

the second night of a back-to-back on the road. The lineup had no small forward (Marvin Williams and Mo 

Evans both are injured). The Magic are a team that won seven of eight from the Hawks last season, including 

an ugly four-game sweep in the second round of the playoffs by deficits of 43, 14, 30 and 14, prompting Mike 

Woodson’s ouster.

What we saw Monday night showed promise. There’s no reason to rush into a trade yet — certainly not this 

one.

♦

Earlier posts

♦  Wade Phillips fired; Cowboys’ problems are gift for Falcons

♦ Cleveland is happy to tell LeBron what he should do (with video)

♦ Richt’s Dogs have struggled against ranked teams
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